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Delta Gamma, Phi Tau, and Raymond
Take Band Frolic Trophies For 1964
DELTA GAMMA
Band Frohc 1964, became history last Saturday night as Delta Gamma and Phi Kappa
Tau, both hold-over winners from last year, swept the women's and men's group awards,
respectively. Also in for a trophy was the Raymond College entry, in "mixed" competi
tion In second place for women was Tri Delta and third place went to Alpha Chi Omega.
In the men s division Phi Sigma Kappa captured second place with Alpha Lambda grabbing
third.
by DAVE FREDERICKSON

It was the story of Amma, the pink, potted elephant that won the ladies of Delta
Gamma their third trophy in as many years. They presented the fanciful story of Amma
the lush, with the taste for firewater.
In spinning out their little tale the girls kept the
audience delighted with their chorus line and imaginative stage effects. The dancing girls

flashed large smiles and eyecatching gyrations as Amma, the
lushy pachyderm, a frothy crea
tion of pink paper mache, pranc
ed and sang her way about the
stage. A special feature was a
carousel n u m b e r d o n e u n d e r
black light.
PHI KAPPA TAU
The world of politics provided
the winning backdrop for the
men of Phi Kappa Tau, as they
presented Senator "B. S." Fog
bound at the Dixiecrat Conven
tion. The dance routines of the
hoys chorus line was excellent
and Fogbound delighted the au
dience with his "fair deal, sqaure
«al, new deal, raw deal, and the
Eisenhower Reshuffle." The men
torn Archania also sang well and
'r dinner-jacketed pit orches
tra provided a stirring instrumen
tal background.
RAYMOND
Raymond College students
c ose to spoof foreign policy and
' !l ^eace Corps and they sang
and danced their way to the
mixed" group trophy.
TRI DELTA
^ ts hard to believe that the
oaring Twenties were ever quite
tu/rlSeconc^ P^ace Tri Delta pic. . tkem, but they sure were
fat'al^'n^ t^leT were- The femme
sto ^ PUt on a rousing, show
Pping impression of the day
^arr'e Nation's "Hatchet" gals
the' Pone's "Hatchet" men and
e result were an entertaining
6,t f°r the audience.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
Rhi'g011^ P^ace men's winner,
'itical IgtT,a ^Ppa, took the poj
trail, too, as they presented
bid Sfga
Jack Daniels and his
"R ,°r 'the presidency via the
Xd°0r Party."
A1 b A KAPPA LAMBDA
oft T a Kappa Lambda picked
place in men's compeSh,. r W'tb' a series of short skits
°^g campus life.
A| u HA CHI OMEGA
for ^ a Chi Omega was third
e ladies as they presented
(Continued on Page 4)

UOP Week, 12-year Plan
Launched At Dedication

The formal dedication of Robert E. Burns Tower on Sunday
will launch University of the Pacific Week in recognition of the
School's 40 years in Stockton. The open-house for the Tower will
begin at 10 a.m. with the formal dedication at 2:30 in the afternoon.
The Carrilon of Faith", which is housed in the tower, will be dedi
cated at this time.
The formal dedication ceremonies will also launch a #28 million
^development rogram which will
Photo by Chris Petersen
extend 12 years to the Univer
Peeking through the blossoms is Nancy Smith, Pacific's repre
sity's 125th anniversary in 1976. sentative in the national 'Glamour' Best Dressed College Girl Contest.
In the 12-year program, the Uni
versity expects to increase from
a present enrollment of 2,288 to
A petition signed by fifty Ray
4,700, while maintaining a stu
mond College students, express
dent-faculty ratio of 14-1.
ing their dissatisfaction with the
infirmary, was sent to Dr. Robert
I m very proud to represent Pacific," exclaimed Nancy Smith
Eight new construction projects
E. Burns, president of the uni
upon
learning that she had been selected to represent the university
are included in the goals of this
versity, Dr. Warren B. Martin,
in the Glamour Magazine 'Best Dressed Girl in America' contest.
provost of Raymond College, program. An academic facilities
Nancy is a sophomore, majoring in English. She is the social
PSA President Wayne Gohl, the building will be the center for
ga and was recently honored as their
MnlhTpi M
a1
T
representative council of Ray instruction in the social sciences
01
edi""
" ' Sp" "nd
mond College, West Memorial and humanities and also meet of the STwX
Infirmary, and the Pacific some of the needs in the natural
250 CONTESTANTS
Weekly.
sciences. A science center will
Nancy will now be entered in
The petition stated: "WE, THE give critically-needed laboratory,
competition against 250 coeds
UNDERSIGNED, are very dis classroom and research space.
from colleges in the U.S. and
satisfied with the medical service
Madame Ratan K. Nehru, wife Canada. Judging will be based
rendered and the overall attitude
Three additions are planned
displayed by the Infirmary of the to Irving Martin Library. Ground of India's Secretary General of
on three pictures, which will
University of the Pacific. Speci will be broken in 1964 for a new the Ministry of External Affairs
show
her in school dress, dressy
(India's Foreign Office), w i l l
fic cases within Raymond College School of Dentistry building in
dress,
and formal evening attire.
speak
at
the
March
12
convoca
have prompted this letter. We San Francisco. The goal for a
tion
in
the
Conservatory.
Al
Chris
Petersen
will take the pho
hope that an investigation of our new pharmacy complex across
though her husband is only dis tographs.
complaints will be forthcoming, the Calaveras is 1966.
tantly related to Prime Minister
and we definitely feel that im
Of the 250 contestants, ten
An education center will be Nehru, Mme. Rajan Nehru is a
provements are necessary."
finalists
will be chosen as "Best
cousin
of
the
Indian
leader.
developed
by
remodeling
South
The PSA senate Student Rights
In 1930 Madame Nehru joined Dressed Girls in America." These
Initiative Committee is now in and West Halls to provide fa
vestigating. On the committee culty offices, seminar rooms and the Indian National Congress ten coeds will receive a two week,
are Doug Pipes, Trudy Vaughn, e d u c a t i o n a l l a b o r a t o r i e s . N e w Party and held many organiza expense paid trip to New York
v*a American Airlines. They will
Wendy Wight, Rich Nelson, and men's dorms are also in the plan tional positions in provincial Con
ning.
gress Committees before India be honored guests at Glamour
Karen Romer.
Magazine's annual fashion show,
won its independence in 1947.
There are plans for the addi
The committee hopes
Madame Nehru has long which is attended by over 1500
to conclude its investigation with tion of two more cluster colleges. played a role in the welfare, edu members of the fashion industry.
open hearings of specific cases One of them, St. Mary's Epis cational and cultural activities of
In addition, the girls will visit
of complaints against the infir copal College has received its her homeland. She is president leading fashion houses, the
mary.
grant.
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 4)

Raymond Students
Protest Infirmary

Campus Chooses Nancy Smith
As 'Best Dressed' Candidate

Madame R. Nehru
Speaks At Conuo.
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Teaching Problems Pl<
SCTA Conf. Topic
D
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Editorial: The Infirmary's Infirmities..
WA}',
students are ill, do they more.^te" *h^_
not avoid the infirmary? Because it, too, is •
equipped. It is understaffed, undersized and not a fi

ness, many students with
were
turned away
r

it

J

maximum oi nve pcupic <*>1

beds for an

u.w
*

Gretas
the
1

-

r s Ir r * / I

overnight stay during that weekend.
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some investigation of the infirmary — an mvesti-•
gation which is still being carried on — shows that the infirmary NEEDS a thorough overhauling.
first Questions asked by students concerning
One of the first questions asxe
y
cnnditions
the infirmary is that of admittance. Under what conditions
is a student admitted to the infirmary? Mljs Rl^rJ' h^d
nurse at West Memorial Infirmary, responded that the stu
dent should have a temperature of one hundred degrees or
more. When pressed on this point, she agreed that stydents
can be quite sick with temperatures under one hundred. I he
nurses, she explained, decide whether or not a student is seri
ously ill. When questioned still further as to the nurses
qualifications to diagnose illness, she said that when one has
been nursing as long as they have, one can just tell. Actually,
what doctor claims the ability to determine illness without
thorough examination and testing? And what student should
be turned away with a packet of cure-all capsules and no
medical examination; or, at best, delayed medical attention?

they are. Emergencies do not go y
are never convenient.
personal examples of relatively serious illness,
;ury
infection, which
mistreated,
in
and lnictuuii)
injury,
wni^-n was neglected,
o
,
-or
lTfi
Y snu
_ progress when
arlv arrest
arrest was
wuen its
its eearly
allowed\ to
was possible
possible may
may be
be
gathered and have been gathered from Pacific students.

Delegates from approximately
twenty-five colleges ln nonKem
California will gather at UOp
on March 7, for the 1964 sprin'
Northern Professional Problen!
Conference for the Stud,•etit
Teachers Association.

GIFTS

Yet

The point is, the infirmary is, inadequate. It was hardly
adequate before the university began its rapid expanse; and
now the problem is magnified. As the university grows^as
enrollment swells, so must the health facilities progress The
infirmary is only equipped to put up about one third of one
percent of the student body at one time. The infirmary is
too small, understaffed, and the employees are overworked.
Why wait for some startling tragedy to inspire action and
improvement?
—S.A.

PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

Tom/MA
TOY BOX
3220 Pacific Avenue
HOward 4-7170
Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

ROVING REPORTER

There is no full-time doctor at the infirmary. Yet, it is
common knowledge that immediacy in medical treatment
is often instrumental to successful recovery. There is a regular weekly schedule when doctors visit the infirmary, but
unfortunately these hours do not always coincide with the Question: What do you think of Rafael Fernandez, freshman at
students' particular ailments. The infirmary has six doctors the rise in the price of tuition, Covell College, economics
on call. They are called in only in case of emergency. The room and board?
If it is for to
emergency of the case, once again, is determined by the Marsha Burger, freshman, history
have good teach
ers then I think
nurses. The reason for not employing a full-time physician
As far as the
it is a good idea.
rise in tuition I
is financial.
It would be diffi
can understand
COLUMBIA PICTURES ~—
Clinic hours at the infirmary are 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.,
cult
for some
because of the
students
to
pay
1 p.m. to 5 p.m., 7 p.m. to 7:30 p.m., and on Sundays and
PETER SELLERS
general rise in
the increase, but
operating costs.
holidays, 9 a.m. to 12 noon. If one should inconsiderately
GEORGE C. SCOTT
the University can find a way to
But the rise in
become ill or injured at a different time, he had better hope
room and board help most of these students.
the nurses consider his case an emergency if he e x p e c t s
is obnoxious, especially in Quad
treatment.
Gini Noyes, freshman, Interna
H, where altogether the girls are
Listed along side of the clinic hours are the visiting paying $3,000 more than the girls tional Relations
hours, which have become all but obsolete. Visitors are al in Covell Hall, and we are not
Assuming that
getting what we are paying for.
lowed, explained Miss Richards, if the patient is temperatureit's necessary,
TRACY REED,
"Miss Foreign Affairs
free and is not infectuous or contageous. When cases in Tina Sunden, senior, psychology then it's okay
But I'm check
If they are go
volving just such patients were cited, in which visitors were
ing out other
ing to increase
Present Student Body Cards
not allowed, she exclaimed that you just can t trust students. the board, then
catalogues.
For Student Rates
When she first worked at the infirmary, she explained, she they should in
allowed visiting. However, the first thing you knew, she s$id, crease the qual
the boys were sitting on the girls' beds and the girls were ity of the food
sitting on the boys' beds, and they were kissing and things, at Anderson. If
the school is go
and you know what that leads to. No, you simply cannot ing to continue to improve its
CALL
trust students, and nurses do not have the time to work as academic status, then better sal
constant watch dogs. Such a negative, biased attitude seems aries must be offered to attract
uncalled for. A patient's mental attitude has a great deal quality professors.
Featuring Kentucky Fried Chicken
to do with recovery. No wonder students balk at the idea John Phillips, sophomore, soci
of staying in the infirmary, when the ordeal means complete ology
I'm for it if
isolation.
they'll start imThis glimpse at the nurses' attitude toward students is
proving the
significant of their behavior in regard to them. It is defi
buildings a n d
making the
nitely not true of all nurses, nor at all times — but students
classrooms more
seeking help are often treated not only uncordially, but
c o n d u s i v e
rudely. True, sick people are more on edge than when they
to study. The in
are well, and will probably react more violently and emo crease in board should include
tionally to curt treatment than under normal conditions. better food and at least an in
However, this by no means excuses or explains the complaint crease in pay for the boys in the
of short-tempered treatment of patients. For the very reason cafeterias since they get 25c less
stated, nurses should be even more careful and sympathetic than the girls.
with them. The reason for this problem is not difficult to Phillip Lawson, senior, English
The CLINICAL PHARMACY
For years at
detect. The nurses are not basically unpleasant. They are
over-worked; and they become overly tired and cross. We Pacific I've only
Is Located In Weber Hall
have only four nurses employed at a university of 2300 full seen the tuition
rise, but I have
- WE ARE OPEN time students.
n't seen a com
This brings up the problem of general deficiency of plimentary rise
Monday Through Friday
equipment and staff. Four nurses ... no full time doctor . . . i n worthwhile
FROM 9:00 - 12:00 AND 1:00 - 4:30
facilities. T h e
and a total of nine beds constitute the basic hospital accomo tower rose and I really don't care
dations for our growing university. Last weekend, Band if it falls, but let's hope the tuiCOME SEE US!
Frolic weekend, when there was an overabundance of sick- tion does.

Tuition, Room And Board Raise?

CO-STAKING

siX Stockton Theatre

HAVIN' A PARTY?

HARMANS TAKE-HOME
465-2575
1632 Pacific Avenue

ST0P
L00K
LISTEN

of^
Blov
the
phy

ever

Frol
Sim
Gee
Bet'
We:

playbox Reopens
peMarcus Brown's production
f Neil Simon's comedy, "Come
g[0w Your Horn" reopened at
playbox March 4 and will
fey tonight, Saturday, and next
Wednesday through Saturday
evenings at 8 p.m. It was not
•ven the weekend of Band
frolic- The cast includes Ernest
Siroard, Bob Cook, L i b b i e
George,
Dick Sparks, Kathy
getts, Marney Leach, and Evelyn
W'estinghouse. Reservations can

MIRACLE
T)0000

Records at Low Low
Everyday Prices
2363 PACIFIC AVENUE
Telephone HO 6-4388

Does your child's
sweet tooth leave him

VITAMIN
HUNGRY?

Racing to school often means
missing breakfast!

^ Snacks don't provide the
"building blocks" of health!

Get the vitamins your
children may need in
DELICIOUS

CANDY-LIKE
BEXEL CHEWABLE
VITAMINS
CVERY MOTHER knows kids wouldn't
be kids if they didn't like sweets!
bey often let sweets replace the
Wishing foods that are good for
j"™1' Eating habits like this may
to
"vitamin hunger." It's up
do»y°",8S a mother to see that this
esnt happen. That's why you'll
come McKesson Bexel Chewable
Multiple Vitamins!
, °ur children will
. Vp these bright collefeTRandy"Iike tab"
satisfy your

a,

f,

?1

sweet tooth"

his vitamin
ohldsl Each tasty,
vidA
Pr°^ 10 essential '
n

as

Chi1"3-'

Get BaxeL

Dedicated On Founder's Day
Dedication of "The Carillon of
Faith," the Americana carillon
being installed in Robert E. Burns
Tower on the University of the
Pacific campus will be included
in Founders' Day ceremonies
Sunday, March 8.
The magnificient addition to
the new community landmark is
the gift of San Jose businessman
Paul L. Davies, in honor of his
wife, Faith Crummey Davies.
The $30,000 instrument, an
exclusive development of Schul-

PSA Will Feature
Orient Springtime
"Oriental Springtime" is the
theme for the PSA Spring For
mal. The dance will be held at
the Scottish Rite Temple tomor
row night from 9 to I. Admis
sion will be free with a PSA card.
Each class is in charge of one
aspect of the organization of the
dancce. The Senior Class is in
charge of inviting the special
guests and the chaperones. The
guests are Dr. and Mrs. Robert
E. Burns, Vice President Samuel
L. Meyers, Dean Edward Betts,
and Gordon Zimmerman, and
their wives, and Dean Catherine
A. Davis. The juniors are in
charge of advertising and pub
licity. Decorations will be pro
vided by the Sophomore Class,
and the Freshmen are in charge
of the refreshments. The class
presidents are the chairmen of
the committees. Charmy Wolfe's
band will play for the evening.
Bonnie Walker, social chair
man, is the general chairman for
the dance. She explained that
March 7 was the only possible
date for the formal, in spite of
the basketball game scheduled
that night. Basketball enthusi
asts are encouraged to attend the
formal after the game, she said.
Jerry Bay, publicity chairman,
says "the dance will be a perfect
end to a very busy day.

merich Carillons, Inc., of Sellersville, Penn., consists of 122 minia
ture bell units of bronze bell
Described as a "vivid example
metal, including 61 Flemish bells
of the new women of India, Mme.
and 61 harp bells.
Nehru has lectured in Sweden,
Through the inclusion of a Denmark, Finland and through
special device called a "Melody out the Arab world. While her
Player," the strains of the Uni husband was stationed in China,
versity's Alma Mater, "Pacific Madame Nehru taught for 18
Hail!", will be heard each eve months at Peking State University
ning at 6 o'clock. The bells will and other Chinese educational
sound the traditional Westmin institutions.
Madame Nehru
ster Chime and strike the hours
throughout the day as a public
service to the people of the com
munity.
"The Carillon of Faith" is a ALPHA CHI OMEGA
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
version of the Schulmerich in
Installation of this semester's
"Help Week" ends for the
strument demonstrated on the
officers was held at the chapter pledges of Theta today. Friday
Space Needle at the Seattle
house. Installed as president was the 13th will be "Loyalty," and
World's Fair, and will be played
Sharon Alexander. Kathy Wiley initiation ceremonies will be held
from a special keyboard located
is now the first
vice president, at the house on the following
in the lobby of Burns Tower.
Donna Mitchell is second vice morning. Members of the pledge
Selector switches will permit the
president, Ann Rowland is cor class are Nancy Bachelor, Sue
bells to be heard within the buildresponding secretary, N a n c y Berdahl, Joanne Delta-Santa,
alone, from the tower alone, or
Smith is social chairman, Toni Sally Farnum, Maureen Guer
both together.
Teachout is activities chairman, rero, and Karen McDonald.
When the bells are struck by
Pat Johnson is house manager,
Saturday evening, March 14
metal hammers, exact true bell
and Michele Van Reisen is the the ladies will attend a founder's
tones are produced which are al
new treasurer.
day banquet at Risso's.
most inaudible to the human ear.
National Alumni Director,
These bell vibrations are ampli
Mrs. Haines visited the house last GAMMA PHI BETTA
fied over 1 million times by
"Inspiration week" for the
Wednesday. She had dinner and
means of specially designed elec
spent the evening with the mem pledges of Gamma Phi will end
tronic equipment, to produce true
bers.
with initiation ceremonies at
bell music with all the depth and
10:30 tomorrow morning. To
richness of traditional cast hells ALPHA KAPPA LAMBDA
morrow evening the ladies will
of massive proportions.
The chapter house was the fete their new members at The
Automatic operation of the sight of A.K.L.'s semi-annual
Ranch. Members of the present
"Auto-Bell" roll player, an in rush barbeque last Sunday after
pledge class are Nancy MacAllisstrument which plays the bells noon.
Despite weather condi ter, Paula Anderson, Charmaine
through the use of perforated tions, the members and guests
Crowder, Robyn Glasgow, Kathy
plastic rolls, will allow scheduled were reported to have had an en
Mack, Mary Carroll Mack, Mary
programs during the day, con joyable afternoon.
Noble, Sue Thomas, Margo Vertrolled by a calendared clock
hage, and Betsy Wakelee.
DELTA"
DELTA
DELTA
which can be set to play the caril
Recently installed officers for
Miss B. J. Smith was installed
lon at any time of the day. The
the spring semester are Nancy
rolls actuate the circuits which as president of Delta Delta Delta
Stutzman, president; Phyllis Ran
strike the bell units, duplicating at a ceremony held after dress
kin, vice president; Sue Griffith,
dinner
yesterday.
Also
installed
the performance of an artist at
social chairman; Jill Woodworth,
were
the
following
officers
for
the keyboard.
recording secretary; Carol Lewis,
A special carillon recital will this semester: vice president,
corresponding secretary; Marilyn
Cheryl
Harris;
treasurer,
Tina
b e presented following t h e
Fickel, treasurer; Alice MacCalFounders' Day program by John Knight; secretary, Jo-Ellen Ocko;
lum, house manager; Marty
secretary,
Jane
Riffle;
and
house
Klein, official carillonneur for the
Vaughan, standards chairman;
Seattle World's Fair, author, manager, Bonny Benovich.
and Lynne Helpbringer, scholar
composer and arranger.
DELTA GAMMA
ship chairman.
Tomorrow morning at 10 a.m.
the ladies of Delta Gamma will PHI KAPPA TAU
initiate 14 new members into their
Actives and guests of Archania
sorority. The initiates are: Jean will have a full day tomorrow.
Dose, Suzie Dukes, Jane Fraser, First on the agenda is attendance
Janet Harris, Ann Hendricks, en masse at the spring football
Joan Henly, Karen-Belle Harold, game at 2 p.m. Following this
Janet Hunt, Linda Jackson, Jill they will return to the house for
Larsen, Linda Moore, Sue Rum- a chicken barbeque. At 7 p.m.
mel, Jean Simpson, and Laura
the group will attend the basket
Yardley.
ball game with their dates.

Living Qroups In The News

SENIORS!

GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENTS
and PERSONAL CARD orders

MUST BE MADE NO LATER THAN

APRIL 1 s t , 1 9 6 4
ORDER EARLY
Sample Display At Pen Counter

'enables today!

Products by @) McKesson

RICE'S
AVENUE DRUG STORE
2218 PACIFIC AVENUE
~ FREE DELIVERY Telephone 466-3433
Stockton, California

(Continued from Page 1]
of the National Indian Federa
tion of the United Nations, and
holds the same post in the Delhi
Red Cross.

Announcements - Dozen $2.10 - Each 20c

UNIVERSITY

BOOK STORE

™E ASTOUNDING STORY OF AN ASTOUNDING MI! "-aRY
PLOT TO TAKE OVER THESE UNITED STATE'

.SEVEN ARTS PRODUCTIOHS-JOEL PRODUCTIONS, K NG».

DOUGLAS
FREDRIC
MARCH
AVA
GARDNER
ALSO STARR(«C

ELFANOR HOLBROOK

O'BRIEN MARTIN BALSAM
ON THE NOVO. BY FLETCHER KNEBEL AND CHARLES W SAlLEY II • MUSIC BY JERRY GOLDSMITH
A PARAMOUNT RELEASE

ON CAMPUS SERVING YOU

Now Showing

FOX CALIFORNIA
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Band Frolic . . .

DELTA GAMMA: REQUIEM TOOU^MMA

'Best Dressed' . . .

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
World's Fair, and
Broadway show.

attend

an imaginative and. entertainin
revue called "Leap-Year Beware >>
It was a well timed, rhythmic anj
enchanting piece of showman
ship and the charming girls Ut)
front succeeded in raising botfi
the eyebrows and the blood pte5
sures of the red blooded males
present.

a

AUGUST GLAMOUR
The pictures of the finalists
will be featured in the August
issue of Glamour Magazine. In
addition to the ten finalists,
20
honorable mentions w i l l be
chosen to have their pictures
appear in a fall issue of the
magazine.

COVELL COLLEGE
Covell College students took
the audience south of the border
for a delightful little tale 0f
young love, in their first Band
Frolic appearance.

In charge of the local contest
was Sue Rogers, AWS President.
She commented that "we of the
University of the Pacific should
be proud to have Nancy repre
senting us nationally in the 'Best
Dressed Girl in America' contest.
Congratulations, Nancy, from
the University."

DELTA UPSILON
The men of Delta Upsilon
chose to put together a satire (?)
on the life of a fraternity pledge.
The performance was bright and
cheerful but the theme seetmed
a little thin.

m

KAPPA ALPHA THETA

Messieurs!

Kappa Alpha Theta lasses pro
claimed the fact that it's not a
bad world, just a mad world.
The ladies presented through
song and dance their impression
of modern life.
To keep alive a grand tradi
tion, Bill Barker performed the
Band Frolic Solo. Lending his
deep voice to a tender medley of
mellow tunes, Bill stilled the au
dience with his rich lyrics.

II n'y a qu'un
seulment mot
pour nos
pantauons—
chic,

COVELL HALL

magnifiques,
•elegants,
distingues.
111!

Student Initiative Rights Committee
Investigates Univ. Book Store Prices
The Student Initiative and
Rights Committee is investigating
the mark-up and repurshasing
prices of books at the University
Bookstore, as compared with
those of other bookstores. They
are also looking into the possi
bilities of a N.S.A. Book-Coop
erative program.
The Student Initiative and
Rights Committee, and the Aca
demic Standards Committee are

investigating the possibility of
changing library hours. A motion
was passed that the "P.S.A. re
commend to the library to put in
a turnstyle, to cut down on the
borrowing of books and periodi
cals without checking them out."
The PSA allocated $175 to
help send John Ostrum to the
NCAA Swimming Finals. The
Athletic Board of Control will
also contribute another $175.

On The Occasion Of Our
TWENTY-NINTH ANNIVERSARY
We desire to Remind You That
Transportation and Student Tours
By Reputable Operators

Tapers

SLACKS
KOTZIN CO.. LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Are Available Through

Charles
125 N. HUNTER ST.

2016 Pacific Ave.

Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fra
ternity recently completed a rush
program in which a record
twenty-eight men chose to join
this professional fraternity. The
following men are now undergo
ing the pledge program: Akira
Aoyama, Jerry Beck, James Brodsky, Michael Celayeta, Bito Vabrizio, Richard Filice, G a r u
Christi, Michael Flanagan, Ed
ward Fruzza, hil Gaines, Thomas
Gong, Kenneth Gosney, J. Ed
ward Jacobsen, Brian Heller,
Gordon King, Ronald Kumasaki,
John Harrison, Ben Kwong,
Gene Bobo, Richard McNeese,
Thomas Nitta, Robert Ostrum,
Steve Parkerm, Robert Pori, Jack
Reed, Joel Slutske, William St.
Louis, and David Van Steyn.
Officers of the pledge class are
Steve Parker, president; Jim
Brodsky, secretary; and Joel
Slutske, treasurer.

KAPPA PSI
Finally the gents of Kappa
Psi, newcomers to Band Frolic
this year, presented their inter
pretation of a hootenanny. They
chose to mimic Peter, Paul, and
Mary and the New Christy Min
strels.
The show was concluded with
two numbers by the Jazz Sextet
and two songs by Mike Vax and
Art Peeples.
This was the 36th renewal of
the Pacific tradition and, as usual,
played to sell out audiences. Pr°"
ceeds go to the annual Band
Tour.

Dean Harold Jacoby req
that all students who haVf
studied abroad or who are sen
ously planning to study abroa
either next summer or next year'
leave their names in his oft#'

91 Adding Machines & Typewriters
n
Rentals—

TRAVEL SERVICE

**

Kappa Psi Preference
Draws Record Class

Covell Hall girls brought to
Band Frolic goers a charming
change of pace as they presented
a series of panoramic vignettes
strung together by the whimsical
reminiscences of a girl bicyclist
peddling her way across the U.S.

466-4991

[5]

Bent to try—will apply If you buy
Weekly—Monthly—Quarterly
A11 Makes—Standard
Portables and Electric Models
Easy "PENNIES A DAY" plan

MEN'S CLOTHIER

OFFICES ALSO
ON THE AVENUE
Phone HO 4-7669

125 N. Hunter St., Stockton
466-9096

)Qil Joumjun

220 W. Pine, Lodi
368-0623

[BUSINESS MACHINES

Phone HO 5-5881
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RAYMOND: PEACE rn»dc

Pinnings and Engagements
PINNINGS
Sue Berdahl, Kappa Alpha
Theta to Dick Johnson, Delta
Upsilon.
Roddy McCarthur, Kappa Al
pha Theta to Pete Williams, Phi
Delta Chi.
Mary Lee Mudge, Delta Delta
Delta to Phil Harris, Delta Upsi
lon alumni, Napa.

Photo b y Sven Pretorious

Pipes And Kennedy Anderson #Y# Takes A Political Stand
Lose Ind. Tourney With Proclamation About Rumford Act

Last weekend Doug Pipes and
The University of the Pacific Anderson <Y' has taken a stand
Raoul Kennedy, UOP's top de
on the lair housing issue by drawing up a proclamation concerning
bate team, made their poorest the Rumford Act. They have sent the proclamation to local news
showing in 14 months at the papers and regional student Y's.
Notre Dame Invitational Debate
Connie hrauder vice president of the Y, said, "I think this
Tournament. Doug and Raoul
(Kumlord Act) will be the most important issue on the November
had 3 wins and 3 losses in the
ballot 1 urge everyone to become informed, because of the wide
preliminary rounds, and failed to
spread misunderstanding of the
make finals for the first time in
issue which needs to be clarified.
the 9 tournaments of the season.
The action by the Anderson Y
The pair were experimenting with
is a direct result of the Asilomar
a new case, and lost 2 out of 3
Conference during Christmas va
affirmative decisions. "Besides,"
cation, 1963, which six Anderson
said Kennedy, "we were just ter
'Y' delegates attended.
"Smothers is our real name
rible."
The proclamation reads:
and
we really are brothers," ex
Top powers in the South Bend,
plain Tom and Dick Smothers to
Indiana, Tournament were
PROCLAMATION
Northwestern, Boston College, Whereas, the Rumford Fair the often asked question. The
Wayne State, and Georgetown
Housing Law is needed to pro Brothers, who will be appearing
University.
Georgetown, from
tect the right of people to ac at the Stockton Jr. High school
Washington, D.C., went on to
quire housing without being auditorium on March 14, were
take first place. Participating in
subjected to racial and reli born in New York and spent their
the two-day event were fifty-two
gious discrimination, and
early childhood in Manila, where
schools from all over the United
Whereas, the Rumford Act is
States.
their father was stationed. They
patterned after similar f a i r
No information has been re
moved
to California, where they
housing laws which exist in
ceived as yet concerning the de
nine other states and was given attended the Redondo Beach
cision of the last round of the
overwhelming approval by the schools until they were gradu
National TV Series of debates.
California State Legislature in ated from high school. The
National Educational Television,
family then came to the San
1963, and
the sponsors of the championship
Francisco area so that they could
Whereas, the Initiative proposed
series, has requested that the re
attend San Jose State College.
by the California Real Estate
sults be kept secret until the series
Association would amend the
It was in San Jose, at a college
is shown on television. The deState Constitution to revoke hangout called "The Kerosene
hate series is being held in Chithe Rumford Fair Housing Law
Club," that the two got their first
cago, however, and both Doug
job as professionals. But they
and would paralyze the citizens
and Raoul have tickets on the
of California by prohibiting had their sights set for bigger
plane for the "Windy City"
things. They cornered the man
every branch of state govern
'°r this weekend.

PSA CARDS
obtain a PSA card, one
give a self-addressed
• « 1 C r"*
iwgwuauuii
LcllU to
IU
Triad°P
P^USJ re
gistrati°n card
Vaughn at Kappa Alpha
m

St. tna*l or

env

AWS Board Election

A

w

. rctnmder is extended to all
tbe "len to begin thinking about
fn 6 tct'ons for the Associated
vearnien Students' Board for next
to be held March 19.
v°mi

ment from taking action against
(Continued from Page 6)

Ellen Gregory, Gamma Phi
Beta to Robert Dilley, S o u t h
Hall.
Ellen Marks, Covell Hall to
Art Hinkle, San Francisco.
Janie Pope, Kappa Alpha
Theta to Bob Cleary, Phi Kappa
Tau.

Sherry Odenthal, Kappa Alpha
Theta to Dwight T h o m p s o n ,
Delta Tau Delta, University of
Colorado.

Carolyn Schuler, Kappa Alpha
Theta to Mike Jones, Patterson.
Nancy Welty, Kappa Alpha
Theta to Dennis Colbert, Mo
desto.

Betty Thieme, Covell Hall to
Dennis Vartan, P h i S i g m a
Kappa.

Tina Sundin, Alpha Chi Ome
ga to Brian Maderos, San Jose.

Margo Verhage, Gamma Phi
Beta to John Cook, Annapolis
Naval Academy.
Carol Williams, Delta Delta
Delta to Charlie Stellbrink, Phi
Sigma Kappa.

ENGAGEMENTS
Judy Camblin, Kappa Alpha
Theta to Dick Hernander, Phi
Sigma Kappa, Ensign U n i t e d
States Navy.
Julie Craig, Kappa Alpha The-

Smothers Brothers
Here March 14

Other activity for the debate
squad include a trip to McMinnL
> Oregon, where Patty BilprfT> Angie Metropolus, Judy
°ss, Eilene Sukamura, Janet
exander, and Kathy Hocking
rre currently competing in the
'uneld
College
Invitational,
'ke Kusanovich and Takashi
Su
'gano are at the San Fernando
y Invitational Tournament
Is weekend with Ken Leiter and
arlotte Maxwell.

ta to Tony Blunder, Phi Delta
Theta, UC at Davis.

a-way
she
in her
ship n' shore
"go-everywhere
beach cover . .
easy care
cotton.

4.98

ager of the "Purple Onion" in
(Continued on Page 8)

CLEANERS
. EXPERT DRY CLEANING
. COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE
• ONE DAY SERVICE BY REQUEST
@ CONVENIENT FREE MINOR REPAIRS
* EASY DRIVE-IN PARKING
# CLOSEST CLEANER TO THE CAMPUS
e SAVE WITH CASH & CARRY PRICES
2520 PACIFIC AVENUE
(Former location of Miracle Drive-In)
YOU MAY ESTABLISH CREDIT IF DESIRED -

........

. v . .
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LUCY BLENDE

Gamma Phi Beta
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U0P Grid Slate
Announced For '64

Pacific Sports
FROM THE HONEYBUCKET
Well, another Spring has arrived and with it ^
^
return of the old timers to Pacific's ivy covered halls for anothe
Alumni football classic. Some of the ahimm g^ats dm^wdl be
making the scene at the Pacific Memorial Stadium and Eddies O.EU.
will be Dick Bass, Carl Kammerer, Eddie LeBaron, Tom Hores,
and ^des^ergame ,s

a[ways

a

highlight

of

Pacific's Spring

athletic program, and it gives the founders of the
*
Quarterback Club of Stockton, an opportunity to "ise fundsjo
assist the Tiger program.

It

also affords Coach Don

Tiny

Cam

pora a chance to show off his new Tiger team fresh from three wee
of vigorous and. fruitful practice.
However, this year's game will be an even more mteresting on^
From the personnel standpoint, Pacific wffl miss the efforts of three
tackles, Dick Kirby, Vern Garrison, and Pete Cline. C l i n e i s n t h e
hospital with a broken leg and Garrison and Kirby are not alhowed
to play because of probationary purposes
This will definite Y
the Tigers in the forward wall especially on defense. However
something is being attempted to allow Garrison and Kirby to p y
in the contest, but if things fall through, it could be tight.
Secondly, the Tigers will present a new offense and defense
with which to work, replacing John Rhode's tight-T formation. With
Ed Henke working on defense and Herm Urenda assisting the pa
ing portion of the offense, Pacific regulars cou d very well give the
alums a go of it. I predict that the alumni will win by 6.
*

*

*

*

It is a fact that the nation's number one basketball team, UCLA,
is the 1964 AAWU champion and will represent the conference in
the NCAA Tournament this month. The Bruins clinched their title
with a pair of wins over the last weekend, even though the valiant
California Bears tried to make a stretch run at the champs with a
pair of wins of their own but bowing to them Monday night.
For UCLA, 1964 is the third straight year that they have either
won or shared the crown. With the win over Cal last Monday,
the Bruins now stand 25-0 on season play with one game remaining
to make it a perfect season. If UCLA gets past USC, they will be
the first AAWU team to go through the regular season without a
loSS.

.
t '
After USC comes the tormentor of making it 30-0 by taking
four wins in the NCAA Tournament. Will the Uclans be able to
pull off a perfect season or will USF spoil the string? This editor
believes that if USF ever met the Bruins there would be no contest.
UCLA would walk all over Joe Ellis, Dave Lee, and Ollie Johnson.
However, the contest could be an interesting one because both schools
do not particularly get along like Liz and Richard.
But UCLA must get past fourth ranked USC, who also happen
to be traditional rivals, before Coach John Wooden begins to count
his pay raise and the unblemished record goal.

The 1964 Football schedule for
the University of the Pacific has
been announced with Pacific sti
maintaining its major college
schedule by playing half of its
games with major teams accord
ing to the NCAA.
Also, the
homecoming date has been an
nounced by the Board of Athletic
Operations as Nov. 7 against the
Santa Clara Broncos.

Anderson 'Y' Shows 'Public Enemy'
_

««

C.

"The Public Enemy," often
called the 'grandaddy' of the
gangster films,
will be shown at
the "Top o' the Y" this afternoon
and tonight. Made in 1930, "The
Public Enemy" is famous for be

1
t-U a
nt-ol- rrutirrcfAr
v,
ing the
first
gangster tm
o vie
James Cagney, star of the movie
is well remembered for his parj
in the famous scene where he
takes a half of grapefruit and
grinds it in his girlfriend's face

The Schedule:
Montana —:

— Sept. 19
At Stockton

•Colorado State

—- Sept. 26
At Colorado

Los Angeles State

Oct. 3
At Stockton

•Washington State
Oct. 10
At Pullman, Wash.
•BYU

- Oct. 17
At Provo, Utah

•San Jose State

Oct. 24
At Stockton

•Idaho

Oct. 31
At Stockton

Santa Clara
Nov. 7
(Homecoming) At Stockton
Fresno State

Nov. 14
At Fresno

Long Beach State
Nov. 21
At Long Beach
* Denotes major college teams

High Table Topic:
The Atomic Nucleus

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

TC&

sake'

True artistry is expressed in the brilliant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a master
piece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond . . . a
perfect gem of flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.

Dr. Neil L. Lark, assistant pro
fessor of natural sciences at Ray
mond College, will speak at High
Table on March 11. "Studies of
the Atomic Nucleus" will be his
subject. Dr. Lark states that he
plans to begin his talk with a
"layman's introduction to what
The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on
is known about the nucleus," and
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
then relate what he, himself, has
*
*
*
*
and lasting satisfaction. Your very per
done to gain further understand
sonal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting
Tom Dose of Stanford has shown signs of recovering from his
ing of the atomic nucleus.
early season knee injury by scoring 38 points against UCLA which
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler's
Dr. Lark received a bachelor's
brought him to within two points of the AAWU record of 40 held
degree from Chico State College
store. Find him in the yellow pages. Prices
by Washington's Bill Hanson. Though Walt Hazzard is thought
and continued his studies at Cor
from $100 to $2500. Rings enlarged to show
of chiefly as the Bruin playmaker, he now is UCLA's all-time top
nell University, earning his Ph.D.
beauty
of detail ®Trade-mark registered.
scorer with a career mark of 1263 points.
in 1960. He has assisted in re
This might point up the fact that UCLA is not invulnerable,
search work with Associated Uni
but that it has places where it makes up the difference. For instance,
versities, Inc., at the Brookhaven
the Bruin press has been the object of scorn on several occasions
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
National Laboratory in Upton,
because it doesn't always shatter the opposition the first
time up
N.Y.; the Los Alamos, New
Pleose send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engage
the floor.
However, I think along with others that the key to its
Mexico Scientific Laboratory;
ment and Wedding" and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings,
value is the patience with which the press is applied. The Bruins
University of California; and the
both for only 25c. Also send special offer of beautiful 44
have the confidence in themselves and their game to wait. Against
page Bride's Book.
University of New Mexico. Be
Stanford, they had to wait until only 11 minutes remained in the
fore coming to Pacific last year,
contest, and then trailing by three points, the Bruins exploded via
Dr. Lark was on a NATO Post
Nomethe press and resultant interceptions for 18 points in three minutes
doctoral Fellowship to the Instito run off with 100 points and win number 22.
— T.E.H.
• Mkiroii ^
tue for Nuclear Research in Am
sterdam, Netherlands. Also, he
latory powers of municipal gov
,-Co.mm
is a member of the American
ernment in the area of housing.
Chemical Society, the American
IP—KJ
Therefore, the Anderson Y Cen
(Continued from Page 5)
Physical Society, and Blue Key.
ter Student Cabinet of the Uni
racial and religious discrimin
versity of the Pacific u r g e s
ation in the sale and rental
that the Citizens of California
HEADQUARTERS FOR
of housing, and
insist that our State continue
Whereas, the ambiguities inherent
to move forward in race rela
GENUINE REGISTERED
in the amendment will make
tions by defeating the proposed
(Only 1 Minute North On
CREDIT
it subject to wide and varied
State Constitutional Amend
Pacific Avenue)
interpretations which could se
ment which would legalize dis
GLADLY
IN MARENGO CENTER
D I A / v t O N D
R I N G S
verely limit the existing regu
crimination in housing.

Rumford Act.. .

CAPS JEWELRY

6036 Pacific Avenue

J\e ep s a k e

Dial GR 7-1053
Headquarters For
K ee p s a k e
A l y i O K D

FRIENDLY CREDIT

JEWELERS
Published on Friday of every 5-day academic week during the college
year by the Pacific Student Association.
Entered as second class matter October 24, 1924 at the Post Office,
Stockton, California under the act of March 3, 1879.
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328 E. MAIN ST. • STOCKTON, CALIF.

Phone HO 2-3586

WYLER—BULOVA WATCHES
Watch Chrystals Fitted
While You W a i t ^ _ .

Pacific Mermen Lose Three;
Tracksters Impressive In First Meet

v 1 e.

°vie,

1

Part

he
and
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SENATE REPORT
Senate Committees are investi
gating Pacific Infirmary and Li
brary conditions. Questionnaires
concerning library use and hour
changes will be circulated to all
living groups. Senate will recom
mend that the library install a
turnstyle, (to aid in the preven
tion of book stealing). Money
for this project would come out
of the Library Building Fund.

With the disastrous week-end just passed for Pacific Athletics
the various Spring athletic activities go into full swing. With the
Tiger basketball team losing both week-end games to Loyola and
pepperdine, the Tiger mermen suffered similar tragedy by losing
free meets in a row to Chico State, University of Oregon and
6
Oregon State.
'
Last Thursday the Tigers began their week-end trip up north
meeting Chico State in the mornIng and kicking in a very poor Olney is currently among the top
score of 59-36. On the cold week ten butterfliers on the power
A by-law providing for the
end in Oregon the Tigers were packed west coast.
election of delegates to the
drowned by the Oregon Ducks
TRACK AND FIELD
United States National Student
7549 and the Oregon State
Turning to the up and coming
Association Convention was
geavers, whom they hoped to
Track and1 Field scene, Coach
beat, 70-25. The Tigers, now 1Doug King's boys have partici passed at the March 3rd Senate
4 on the season, will meet the Arpated in two all comers meets meeting. The P.S.A. President
den Hills Swim Club of Sacra
thus far with many Pacific ath and the N.S.A. Coordinator are
mento next Friday at 3 p.m.
letes making good showings. Last voting delegates to the Conven
Carrying most of the effort for
February 21 at the Woodside tion. (A voting delegate to repre
the Tigers so far has been Kip
Invitational Dick Gentry ran the sent the President may be chosen
Olney who is undefeated in his
fourth quarter of the one mile at the discretion of the P.S.A.
specialty, the 200 yard butterfly.
relay in 49.8. Distance man Gary President and the N.S.A. Coor
Courtwright ran a remarkable dinator.) Other voting delegates
32:01.0 in the 10,000 meters are to be elected at the regularly
STUDY IN
which places him about 26th in scheduled P.S.A. election.
the national sittings.
Court
SOUTHERN
wright, only a sophomore, has
been a key man for the Tiger
FRANCE
tracksters for the past two years.
He also holds the Pacific record
An undergraduate liberal-arts
for the three mile run which he
year in Aix-en-Provence
A Civil Service College Recruit
set last year.
ment Team will visit the UniSome
outstanding
stars
of
the
FRENCH LANGUAGE
ver sity of the Pacific campus on
Track and Field world were pres
& LITERATURE
Monday, March 9, to encourage
ent at this meet. Jeff Fishback
EUROPEAN STUDIES
college seniors to apply for and
won the 10,000 meters at near na
take the Federal Service Entrance
ART & ART HISTORY
tional record time. Last year he
Examination
(FSEE).
MEDITERRENEAN STUDIES
was rated third in the nation
The
team
will
set up offices in
which includes NCAA and AAU
Classes in English and French
the
Anderson
"Y".
All members
rankings.
Don
Ravis
a
member
satisfying American curriculum
of the top ten milers in the na are qualified personnel inter
requirements.
viewers who will be able to ex
tion ran a 4:15 mile, while Jeff
Institute students enrolled at
Chase vaulted to a heighth of plain the FSEE and assist the
the University of Aix-Marseille*
16'0". Harold Griswald of Pa- students in registering for the ex
founded in 1409.
fific came in with a 12'6" attempt. amination.
The Pacific cindters also per
Students live in French homes.
The Federal Service Entrance
formed in the Stockton all com Examination is designed pri
Tuition, trans-Atlantic fares,
ers meet last week-end giving lo marily as a means by which
room and board, about $1,850.
cal people a look at the largest young people with promise may
and best track team Pacific has enter Federal Service.
seen for years. Next week a
Institute For
special feature article will appear
American Universities giving accounts of the season and
the many students making up the
2 bis, rue du Bon Pasture
squad. The next meet will be
AIX-EN-PROVENCE, France
the Davis Relays at Davis tomor-

Civil Service Team
Recruits At U.O.P.

Bengal Cagers Open Last Stand On
Home Court Against The Gauchos
Tonight the Tenacious Tigers take on the University of Cali
fornia Gauchos from Santa Barbara. The home game begins at
B p.m. at Stockton Civic Auditorium and will be preceded by
a Frosh game at 6:30 p.m.
The Gauchos were the club that put the skids undey the Tiger
attack several weeks ago and launched the Bengals on their slump.
Tontght Pacific will meet the Santa Barbara five for the last time
as non-league contenders. Next
year the Gauchos will be a mem
Against the Lions, the Bengals
ber of the W.C.A.C.
played well, but they chose to
Tomorrow night the Bengal
try an eight minute stall with a
Boys close their 1964 schedule
one point lead and the move
against the Spartans of San Jose
proved their undoing as the clock
State. Once more it will be a
ran out on them after the Lions
home game and will be on the
took a turn about one point mar
auditorium court.
gin.
In order to get out of the sea
The big factor was Bill Wilson,
son with a strong win record Pa
however. The u s u a l s h a r p
cific will need to win both of
these last games. It will be a shooter was held to only three
big chore for both of the op points by an ailing ankle and a
tight Loyola defense.
ponents are tough to handle.
Last weekend the Bengal Cag
On Saturday night Pepperdine
ers went into the Southland to raked the Tigers from the free
drop a two game string in Smogthrow line to put the clamps on
land, losing 43-43 to the Loyola the Pacific drive. From the floor
Lions and 86-72 to the Pepper- the Bengals outscored the waves
d i n e W a v e s . T h e d o u b l e l o s s 58 to 48 but on gift tosses, Pep
dropped the Tigers into a third perdine gathered in 38 points.
place in W.C.A.C. action and ran The loss was number five out of
the season to 12 wins 11 losses.
the last six starts.

Seventh Annual Spring Classic
To Feature New Tiger Defense
The Seventh Annual Varsity-Alumni Spring Game will make its
mark on Pacific tomorrow when famous alumni of the University
of the Pacific will face the new edition of Don "Tiny" Campora's
Tigers. Although the loaded Alumni holds a 4-1-1 edge over the
Tiger Varsity, the past scores have indicated that the competition
is keen between the two forces. The purpose of the contest, spon
sored by the Quarterback Club of Stockton, is to raise money for
the contribution to the Pacific
Athletic Program to ease the fin started at Pacific in 1958 has been
ancial burden encountered by copied by institutions throughout
the school.
the nation to give fans something
STARTED IN 1958
for their money instead of soak
The varsity-alumni clash which ing them for a hand out. Since
the Spring game contributed
about $4,000 of its annual
$15,000 donation last year, the
Quarterback Club is out to boost
the amount to donate even more,

Brown House

PROS IN ACTION

Originals
T H E

The Spring Game has always
been interesting from both the
fans and coaches standpoints. It
affords the fans a chance to see
great pros in action and the new
Tiger crew that will adorn the
next season team. For the coaches
it affords them a chance to find
the hidden talents of certain ball
players without the expense of a
lost game. For instance, last
Spring the Tiger mentors found
two good quarterbacks in Tom
Strain and Ernie Zermeno and
made good use of their talents
the next Fall.

L O P E Z

Pale Blue
Pale Pink
Kid

DELIGHTED or
DISAPPOINTED

$19.00

Which will
she be •'

?

YOU CAN GO WRONG IN BUYING DIAMONDS BUT NEVER WITH AN

1 You're buying A rtcarved — the
most trusted name in rings
since 1850!

rtcarved

2 You get full 4-way guarantees
(signed by Artcarved and us).
3 You get the P.V.P.* exchange
feature — the strongest guaran
tee, anywhere.
Come see us soon. We'll be
glad to answer any questions.
Budget terms. Prices from$100.
• Trade mark.

,

Prices Incl. Fed. Tax.

BORELLI
35

Pacific Avenue

ANGEL'S WING SET
Engagement Ring
$150.00
Bride's Circlet
$ 12.50
Rings enlarged to show detail.

JEWELERS
Phone HOward 2-2443

DIAMONDS - WATCHES - JEWELRY

1700 PACIFIC AVENUE
phone 466-4181

This year's contest will see the
varsity attempting to route the
alumns over last year's defeat of
27-26. According to head Coach
Don Campora, "We have worked
mostly on defense so that next
season we can hold even the best
of teams and pass offense so that
when we get the ball in the air
and complete it without it look
ing like a fluke."
Campora plans
to start Tom Strain at the quar
terback spot alternating him of
fensively and defensively with
Kevin Drake and Don Negus re
spectively.
The kick-off of the game to
morrow will be at 1:30 at Pacific
Memorial Stadium.
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Pacific Previews
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Saturday, March 7
Basketball, San Jose (here)
SCTA Northern Professional
Problems Conference,
9:45 - 3:30 p.m.
PSA Spring Formal — Scottish
Rite Temple, 9 p.m.
Spring Football game
afternoon
Band Tour
Gamma Phi Beta Week
initiation
Playbox — "Come Blow Your
Horn," 8 p.m.
Delta Gamma Initiation,
10 - 2 p.m.
Sunday, March 8
Band Tour
Gamma Phi Beta Week
Burns Tower Dedication
(Founder's Day), 2:30 p.m.
Methodist Student Movement
Mexican dinner, 5 p.m.
Monday, March 9
AKL Rush dinner
NSA - AWOC Speaker on
"Migrant Labor"
Tuesday, March 10
Chapel, 11 a.m.
Newman Club, 11 a.m.
Band Concert, 8:15 p.m.
(home)
Phi Kappa Tau Rush dinner
Wednesday, March 11
Raymond College —
Dr. Neil Lark, 7:45 p.m.
Phi Sigma Kappa Rush dinner
Thursday, March 12
Convocation 11 a.m. —
Madame Rajan Nehru
Faculty dinner 2 p.m. —
Anderson Social Hall
Marine, Navy and Army
recruiters (women)
Delta Upsilon Rush dinner
Playbox — "Come Blow Your
Horn," 8 pan.
Friday, March 13
Y Film—"The Rest is Silence"
Stockton Symphony Orchestra
Concert — Tom Thompson
Fraternity Preference Day
UOP Philosophy Club
meeting and dinner, 6 p.m.

Registrar's
One hundred and forty-seven
students have been named to the
Dean's List, released this week by
the Registrar's Office. Seniors
dominate the list with 62 students
receiving recognition. The fresh
men have 31 on the list, the jun
iors follow with 21, and the
sophomores have 27.
To be eligible for the Dean's
List, a student must earn at least
a 3.50 grade point for the semes
ter, have an undergraduate classi
fication,
and be enrolled for a
minimum of nine units.
FRESHMEN
Allen, Linda Laurine; Asay, Laura
Lynn; Atkinson, Ross Willard; Bowles,
Mavajean Simpson; Brown, Susan
Lucille; Cosby, Nancy Jane; Desellem,
Marlene Winifred; Fisher,
Robin
Janet; Hinkle, Phillip Edgar; Johns,
Judith Ann; Koch, Cynthia Ann;
Koda, Mary Anne; Leave, Christine;
Lenden, Nicki Alice; Marchick, Ruth
Judith; Metropulos, Angela; Muntz,

Martha Ellen; Pazdral, William Ed
ward; Pirozzoli, Michael Albert^ Roebken Curtis Kip; Roen.gk, Cynthia
Jill; Rorick, Sarah; Salazar, Mujica
Herman
Alfonso;
Scalin,
J"dl'h
Merle; Scatena, Susan
Elizabeth;
Schmalle, Dorothy Jean; Sperling,
Norberto Francisco; Tillery, Elizabeth
Rose; Uphold, Ruth Esther; Williams,
Betty Jean; Wilburn, Marlowe Kay.

SOPHOMORES
Anderson, Kathleen Lynette; Borrero, Jorge Gerardo; Cuddihy, Dianne; Fleming, Carolyn Margaret;
Griggs, Penny Ann; *Ground, Pamela
Ann- *Harrison, Gordon Scott; Hlirozawa, Naomi; Hollister, Wanda Rae;
Jennings, Gladys Viola; Kane, Ellen
Maria; Leffert, Lenora Louise; Little,
Georgiandra; Lowrey, Barbara; Marini, Carol; Massei, Marci Pankey;
Mattson, Linda; Meyer, Samuel Lewis;
Noteware, Roger David; *Phipps,
Brian Frederick; Shimada, Gloria
Kumiko; Shreve, Patricia Lee; Sparks,
Richard James; Stroing, Kathleen
Carol; Vaughn, Gertrud Elizabeth;
Vogt, Deborah; Zimmerman, Cheryl
Ruth.

List Students
JUNIORS
Alves,
Shirley
Ann;
Benevich,
Bonnie;
Brunetta,
Cenus
Natale;
Clement, Clay E.; Cortese
Anita
Marie; Fischer, James Walter; Gaines
Philip James; *Garfolo^ Helen Violet
Gordon, Ronda Lee; Hemcy, Charles
Daniel; Jacobson, James Edward,
Manning, Gerald; *MiI er, Kathiann;
•Miller,
Richard
Myles;
Morgan,
Marshall Dale; Murata, Letitia Futae;
Parker, Steve B.; Ramos, Christina
Elizabeth; Rau, Roger Howard; Rible,
Robert Lewis; Schweitzer, Linda Jean;
Siao-Yu-Tsin, Sara; Smith, Janice
Lee; Smith, Shelly Ardis; Snyder,
Clark Nelson; Tennant, Pamela Clair;
Turner, Janice Kay; Wigh, Susan
Joanne.

SENIORS
*Amir-Sehi,
Darius;
*Anderson,
Marsha Jean; Aoyama, Akira; Babin,
Richard Weyro; Boese, Viola Violet;
Boothby, Dale Richard; Brobst, Susan
Elizabeth; *Broesamle, John Joseph;
Campbell, Howard; *Carson, Kathleen
Claire; Corkern, Willis Dennis; rCox,
Judith Harlyn; Cozzens, Danine Gail;
Dalke, Ladean Ann; *Dilley M.
Robert; Farren, Martin D.; Fuller,

Evelyn Louise Palmer; Gohl, Way
Elmer; Gossett, Judith Ann; Grov?'
Timothy Clifford;
Haller, Shy.''
Jean;
Garalie; *FJ
r
J cun, Flarris, Judith
J
i.iatym.
Eric Harold;
Hutchison, Loya|
Dwayne; Keaton, Norman F.; {; '
nedy, Raoul Dion; Kumasaki, Ronalj
I.; Lam, Lucy Rose; Lawrence, Dou.
las Clark; Lyngheim, Carol
McGladdery, Emily Doe; MacAlli5tet'
Nancy Woodward; Mack, Mary qj
rol; Merwin, Martha Lee; Mil[er
Gerald Allen; Mudge, Mary
Nash, Virginia; Ness, Maurice Lee!
Neville, Constance Joan; Ocko, ]„
Ellen; Okubo, Robert Y.; *Patton
Joan; Patton, Robert Lyle; Petersen
Andrew Chris; Petersen, Don Leroy!
Pratt, Arden Donald; Rapp, Linda
Lissette; *Reis, John Kleber; Retlg
man,
Merrily
Helene;
RenholA
Douglas Fredric; Roberts, DonavanShoemaker, Ross E.; Shrawder, Con'
nee Ann; Smith, Howard Neil; Smith
Noreen Wirth; Speegle, Bobby Lec!
Starr, John Michael; Sundin, Chris!
tina Louise; *Sweigart, William Ales,
ander; Vernazza, Martha Elin;
Warne, Katharine; Wolfe, Barbara
Marie.
• . 4.00 grade point.

BETWEEN
OUTER SPACE

Smothers Bros. . . .
El

I

(Continued from Page 5)
San Francisco for an audition.
Luck was with them and a
scheduled act couldn't make it.
They were signed to a two week
fill-in contract which was extend
ed to a 36-week engagement, star
billing, and a long-time Mercury
record contract. It also brought
them fame in appearances on the
Jack Paar Show, the Steve Allen
Show, the Garry Moore Show, as
well as many night-club engage
ments across the country.
The two fascinating musical
commedians will be here, spon
sored by the PSA on March 14,
at 8:15 p.m. The prices are $3,
$2.75, and $2. Rebate for PSA
card holders is 50 cents.

International Club
Elects Officers
The International Club elected
spring officers at the first meeting
of the semester on February 14.
The new officers are Sharad Kulkarni, president; Cathie MacKenzie, vice president; Sharon Kettlewell, secretary; Gloria Jones,
treasurer. A publicity chairman
will be elected at a later date.
Club members were the guests
of Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Maynard for this meeting. The next
meeting of the club will be on
March 13, not on March 6 as
previously announced.

AND THE DEEP SEA

THERE'S A WIDE RANGE OF OPPORTUNITY
IN THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
To outer space and into the deep sea, we take the sum
total of our scientific and managerial knowledge. A case
in point is Telstar, which represents the first step toward
a worldwide communications system. Another example,
the new deep-sea amplifier that simultaneously transmits
two-way messages. Both communications triumphs stem
from Bell System planning, research and development.
Such trailblazing projects command the best of
managerial and scientific talent. That's why you'll find,
throughout the Bell System, men with college training as
diverse as the responsibilities they shoulder. Their back
grounds run the gamut from liberal arts and business
courses to science or specialized engineering maiors

Admittedly, the work is demanding. It requires that
unusual caliber of man who finds a greater satisfaction in
challenge than in ready solution . . . who is eager to see his
education yield dividends... who wants an immediate
opportunity for leadership.
Men with this kind of impatience will discover the
stimulation, welcome and rewards they seek in the tele
phone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

